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ABSTRACT. The improvement of emergency power supply availability in
nuclear power plant (NPP) was studied by utilizing the stored energy in the
turbogenerator system, during its run-down to supply the safety loads dur
ing the power-off period following the loss of offsite power, due to a nuclear
reactor fault, which requires immediate reactor shut down and as a con
sequence turbine/generator shut down. A computer model to simulate the
electric power system in the NPP has been developed.

The dynamic response of the system was analyzed and results have shown
that the stored energy could successfully supply the safety loads of the NPP
for a period of about 20 seconds before diesel generator start-up, without
considerable deviation from their rated values. This in turn will improve the
availability of the emergency power supply.

The information provided in this paper should be of great interest to elec
tric utility planners and operators and turbine/generator manufacturers.

1. Introduction

Nuclear industry has its special standards and regulations, which are changeable with
time in compliance with the improvements made in system design due to the found
out defects in them. Most of these defects are discovered during accident experi
ences, which are hard but may be useful. It can be mentioned of these accidents, the
Three Mile Island (TMI) accident that took place in USA (March, 1979), and Cher
nobyl accident that took place in USSR (April, 1986).
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An experiment was conducted at Chernobyl nuclear power plant to investigate the
possibility of utilizing the mechanical energy of the rotor in a turbogenerator cut off
from the steam supply to sustain the unit's own power requirements during a power
failure. Howeyer, both inadequate performance of the plant staff during the execu
tion of the experiment and their violation of some safety regulations and obligations
had led to the known aocident.[ll.

Before the end of this century, the first nuclear power station, to be located at El
Dabaa on the north west coast near Alexandria, Egypt, is expected to be in operation
and supplying the Egyptian Unified Power System.

Both the great interest shown by the Egyptian government in installing nuclear
power stations in Egypt and the Chernobyl accident have provided the incentive to
conduct research studies in the area of nuclear power of which the contents of this
paper form a part.

This paper is directed towards studying the improvement of emergency power sup
ply availability in a NPP. A certain strategy of electric power system operation is

. proposed for achieving system availability improvement. It is intended through this
strategy of system operation to utilize the stored energy in the turbogenerator system
during its run-down, to supply the safety loads, during the power-off period after the
loss of offsite power, and before the diesel generator start-up. This operating
strategy, as mentioned before, was tried on Chernobyl plant, but due to some faults
in implementing the program of the experiment, it led to the accident.

A computer model to simulate and analyze the dynamics of the power system has
been developed.

An investigation of how long the stored energy could successfully supply the safety
loads without deviation from their rated values is presented. It is shown from the re
sults in this paper that the use of this additional supply to the emergency power sup
ply system will increase its availability. Increasing system availability improves the
safety of the NPp[2,3] , and decreases the probability of loss of power supplied to safety
loads, specially during accident conditions.

Included in this paper are mathematical model, solution technique, results and its
discussions, and a proposed operating strategy for the NPP.

2. Mathemat~al Model

The developed model has additional capabilities over previous models[4,5} to suit
the suggested strategy of system operation, which includes two very distinct operat
ing situations. The first situation is the operation of the nuclear unit with the utility
grid, which is a very rigid and normal type of operation. The second situation is the
isolated operation of the nuclear unit with its auxiliaries, which is a very loose and ab
normal type of operation.

To achieve the required capabilities, system representation is not unified into one
form, as the case in previous models, but is divided into separate linked parts as
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shown in Fig. 1. The idea behind this representation is to achieve the ability of inter
vention at different parts in the system to make disturbances. It also gives the ability
of action direction control, state recalculation, and resulted disturbance interchange
between different system parts.
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FIG. 1. System main parts and flow of variables interaction.

The first capability of the model is the simulation of the system major disturbances
such as turbine shut down and transmission line switching. Analysis of large distur
bances has been presented in Ref. [6]. But this has been handled differently in this
paper, through updating the operating point after each time step, and using a certain
disturbance distribution function that distributes the major disturbance on a certain
number of time steps, taking into account the numerical stability limits of the model
and the physical characteristics of the disturbance itself.

The mathematical equations of every part in the model are written in the state
space form as follows :

[ x· ]

[ y ]

[A] [x] + [8] [u] + [r] [P] + [e] [h]

[ C] [x ] (1)

where:

[ x ] state space vector

[ u ] control vector
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[ P ] disturbance vector

[ h ] linking vector

[ A ] system matrix

[ B ] control input distribution matrix

[ r ] disturbance distribution matrix

[ e' ] linking variables distribution matrix

[ C ] output matrix

[ y ] output vector.

The above state space representation is the same as the conventional one except
that we have an additional linking part, represented by the term [E ] [ h ], which links
the different parts of the divided system. As shown in Fig. 1, a state variable for a cer
tain part may be converted to be a control variable·, disturbance variable, or a linking
variable in another part. For example, change in speed L1 W is a state variable in the
machine part and a control variable in the turbine part, L1 PI, L1 n, and L1 P3 are
state variables in the turbine part, that are combined io give L1 Tm' which is a distur
bance variable in the machine part and L1 VI is a state variable in the excitation sys
tem part and a linking variable in the machine part. The outputs of a certain part may
be combined, changed into a different form, and converted to be a certain linking
input in the other part. As an example for this phenomenon, the output of the algeb
raic relations and load part: L10d , L10q, L1 id , and L1 iq are converted into their related
electric torque change ( L1 Te ), which is used as an input linking variable in the
machine part and the turbine part.

It is shown in Fig. 1, how the principal of action direction control proposed in this
paper is achieved. The transmission line currents flowing to the external grid ( L1 i d1 '

L1 iq1 ) may be an output from the part of the machine algebraic relations and system
loading in the normal operation of the system, or they may be inverted to be an input
disturbance to the same part in the case of transmission line switching.

An improvement feature of the developed model is that it includes the machine
algebraic relations and system loading part as an active/reactive part instead of being
considered as passive constants in the system matrix as in Ref. [1].

In the power system model, the generator is modeled by Parks equations[4]. Figure
2 shows the IEEE Type I excitation system, which is used in this study[7]. Block diag
ram of steam turbine and its governor system[S] is shown in f"ig. 3. Figure 4 shows the
modelled components of the power system studied.

3. Solution Technique

A computer model to simulate the electric power system in the NPP has been de
veloped. This program is based on the solution algorithm described in the flow chart
of Fig. 5. In this figure, A 1, A2 and A3 are system submatrices, B1, B2 and B3 are
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FIG. 2. Excitation system block diagram.
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input disturbance submatrices, and C and Cl are output matrices. Also dist. stands
for disturbance, Td is the time of disturbance, and T.L. stands for transmission line.
The following are the main steps of this algorithm :

1) Read system data from input data files.
2) CaJculate systerrJ initial state.

3) Form all matrices required for solving the problem.
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4) Apply disturbances on the system.
5) A check is made to see if the transmission line is switched off, then the system

is transferred from the utilized unit operation to the isolated unit operation, or vice
versa.

6) The effect of system disturbance is calculated and reflected on different sys
tem inputs.

7) The system is integrated to have its response.
8) System response is checked against violation from system operation limits. If

there is any violation, system variables are set back to their permissible values, and
calculations are repeated.
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FIG. 5. Flow chart of a synchronous machine connected to an infinite bus and a local load.
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FIG. 5. Contd; Flow chart of a synchronous machine connected to an infinite bus and a local load.
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9) System operation mode is checked to correctly choose the type of system var
iables updating, and system variables are updated to their new values.

10) System response is provided at each time step.

The set of differential equations are solved using the fourth order Runge Kutta
method. Solution time step is taken as 0.01 second.

4. Results and Discussion

The system considered for digital computation consists of a synchronous generator
connected to a local load and to an infinite busbar through a transmission line as
shown in Fig. 4. System data are given in per unit in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. System data (per unit).

Generator

rd = 0.015
xq = 1.620
xfd = 1.6
rf = 0.0081

Exciter

kA = 0.05
TE = 0.146(s)
TR = 0.027 (s)

Transmission Line

re = 0.073

Local Load

'L = 8.072

rq = 0.0135
xf = 0.005
H = 5.3 (s)

TA = 0.02(s)
KF = 0.057
SE = 1.0

Xe = 0.06943

XL = 7.3647

X d = 1.700
x~ = 0.24
D = 0.005 F = 50 (lis)

KE = 0.01
Tz = 0.45 (s)

Turbine and Governor

T1 = 2.8 (s)
TCH = 0.2(s)
Pmax = 2.0
FHP = 0.3

T2 = 1.0 (s)
TRH = 0.8 (s)
prruu = 0.2
FIP = 0.4

T3 = 0.15 (s)
Tco = 0.40 (s)
K = 20.0
FLP = 0.3

The response of the shaft mechanical power as a result of the turbine shut down is
shown in Fig. 6. It has a decreasing exponential shape of change in a time period of
about five seconds. The speed response shown in Fig. 7 has a certain overspeeding in
the initial time period after the transmission line disconnection and turbine shut
down, this is due to the fast change of electric power with respect to mechanical
power that creates a certain accelarating torque on the machine shaft. As a result of
this response it is proposed in this paper, in the initial period of time, to connect all
the in-house loading - both safety and non-safety loads - to machine terminals to
limit the overspeeding in the prescribed period of time. But it is shown that the speed
tends to decrease again due to the decrease of mechanical power against the electri
cal power. Therefore it is suggested that the in-house non-safety loads be switched
off from machine terminals when speed regains its initial value, so that the safety
loads can benefit mostly of the energy stored in the system inertia for the most
achievable time. Results have shown a certain instantanenous overvoltage in the ter
minal voltage response due to the fast diminishing of the machine current with re
spect to the machine e.m.f. Therefore, it is suggested here to switch off the in-house
loads with the transmission line and to postpone the reconnection of the in-house
loads to the machine terminals until the voltage regains its initial value. The delay
time of connection is found to be about one second. Fig,ure 8 shows active power
( P ) versus time during the recommended operating strategy.
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FIG. 6. Mechanical power versus time during the recommended operating strategy.
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FIG. 8.. Active power ( P ) versus time during the recommended operating strategy.

s. Proposed Operating Strategy

Based on the above discussion, it is recommended to follow the following operat
ing strategy for the electric power system in NPP.

1) It an accident is sensed with a coincident loss of offsite power, the nuclear reac
tor is scrammed, the turbine is shut down, and the main circuit breaker is opened dis
connecting both the transmission line and local load. Figure 6 shows the shape of
change of mechanical power due to turbine shut down.

2) After one second, when the terminal voltage returns back to its nominal value
after a certain increase due to machine current fast decrease, all the in-house loads
will be connected to the main generator terminals. This is suggested to be made to
benefit of power available and to overcome machine overspeeding in the early
period of time as a result of total load disconnection from machine terminals as
shown in Fig. 7.

3) After ten seconds, when speed goes down to about its nominal value there
would be one of two types of operation :

a) If the diesel generator is already started up and is ready to be loaded, the safety
loads will be disconnected from the main generator terminals and connected to the
diesel generator terminals, according to the unit safety load sequencing design.
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b) If there is any delay in diesel generator start-up, the non-safety loads will be dis
connected from the main generator terminals one after another to overcome
machine underspeed, and to leave the safety loads in operation for the most available
period of time as shown in Fig. 7 & 8.

6. Conclusion

1) The main generator in nuclear power plants (NPP'S) can be added to be a part
of the emergency power supply. It could be available to supply the safety loads in
NPP'S in the period following the loss of offsite power supply due to an accident con
dition.

2) The power stored in the turbogenerator inertia is enough to supply power to the
safety loads for a period of time up to twenty seconds before emergency diesel
generator start-up.

3) It is proposed to connect initially all the in-house loads to the unit generator
after the disconnection of transmission line, to benefit of the energy available in the
turbogenerator inertia and to limit the shaft overspeeding in the early period of time.
When the speed returns back to its nominal value, the non-safety loads will be dis
connected one after another, the less important loads will be disconnected first. The
safety loads can be supplied with power up to their acceptable underspeed limit.

List of Symbols

Time constants are in second(s). Other quantities are in per unit on machine base.

0 d

0 q

01
I
id
iq
i1d
VI

vd
vq

VI
vld
rl'

xl'
S
W
Ws
~W

Pr

T" T2 , T3

K

Pup' Pdown

pmax' Pmin

Pgl/

Tch

direct axis flux linkage.
quadr,ature axis flux linkage.
field flux.
armature current.
direct axis component of machine current.
quadrature axis component of machine current.
field current.
terminal voltage.
direct axis component of terminal voltage.
quadrature axis component of terminal voltage.
field voltage.
equivalent field voltage = VI x fd / rr
resistance of the equivalent transmission system.
reactance of equivalent transmission system.
rotor angle with respect to infinite busbar.
rotor speed.
synchronous speed.
speed deviation.
mechanical power reference.
speed governing time constants, s.
total effective speed governing system gain.
limits on rate of change of power imposed by control valve rate limits.
power limits imposed by valve travel.
power at vaJve outlet.
steam chest time constant, s.
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TRH
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FLP
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idl
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X d
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d

Xq
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reheat time constant, s.
cross over time constant, s.
high pressure turbine power fraction.
intermediate pressure turbine power fraction.
low pressure turbine power fraction.
mechanical power.
mechanical torque.
electrical torque.
direct axis component of trans, line current.
quadrature axis component of trans, line current.
direct axis component of local load current.
quadrature axis component of local load current.
direct axis synchronous reactance.
direct axis transient reactance.
quadrature axis synchronous reactance.
leakage reactance.
resistance and reactance of local load.
system damping.
inertia constant, s.
d/dt
frequency.
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